Essential infrastructure to support teams and individuals working accross film, tv
and advertising. Connect with 500+ M&E companies and 1000s storytelllers on the world’s
largest private fibre network for film, TV and advertising. You never have to choose between
security and transfer speed again.
As a dynamic, expansible network, SMN can be configured to meet your particular requirements.
Using a future-proof fiber network, customers are able to avoid the insecurities of the
Internet and transfer files, no matter how heavy they are, quickly, securely, and predictably.

RELIABLE

SCALABLE

The SMN gives you a dedicated, uncontended
connection to distributed teams and partners.
We install a fibre connection at your location
that gives you instant access to all the industry’s
key players. Guaranteed bandwidth speeds of
up to 40Gbits/sec allow you to transfer and
share content painlessly, so you can predictably
deliver on deadlines.

We know no-one wants to invest in bandwidth
that’s only used now and again. Our scalable
network and flexible contract terms mean you
can boost bandwidth when needed to meet peak
project demands or tight deadlines. With seamless, uncontended file transfers, your teams can
connect fast and work smoothly – even when
data needs are spiking.

For more information on the SMN head to
https://www.sohonet.com/sohonet-media-network/

HOW IT WORKS
We will install a connection directly into your building, giving you uncontended access to our
network. We give you the physical technology to connect to our network at 100Mbit/s, 1Gbit/s
or even 10Gbit/s; but more importantly, we give you the backup and expertise to ensure that
you can achieve these transfer rates when using the network.
To help with this we offer a range of complementary services covering networking,
hosting, delivery, Internet, security and consultancy.
We are continually adding POPs and redundant paths to ensure that as your reach goes global,
the SMN is there for you and your collaborators.

FEATURES
Streamlined access to your teams and partners
Our private network provides direct access to
500+ major media companies worldwide.
Speeds and performance guaranteed
Guaranteed connectivity speeds from
100Mbit/s to 10Gbit/s to Local MAN, fast
response times and zero external contention.
Studio-grade network security
The secure infrastructure provides a safe
route to transfer valuable content with
confidence.

Reliable connectivity
With an uptime rate in excess of 99.999%, we
provide a network you can depend on.
Flexible and scalable
Scale your offering with “bursts” to higher
bandwidths to accommodate project needs.
Expert support
Our experts are on hand 24/7 to help solve
wider media workflow problems.
Complimentary “Freeway” service
500 Mbps Domestic and 200 Mbps
International

WHO’S ON THE SMN

“We use Sohonet because they’re approachable and extremely knowledgeable about the
post-production industry and its often unique requirements. They’re also great at helping out
with more unusual one-off requests extremely quickly.”
Jonathan Brazier, Group Computer Systems Manager, The Mill

For more information on the SMN head to
https://www.sohonet.com/sohonet-media-network/

